
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subscribe Today 

See how IEEE Xplore helps drive research and innovation. 

Visit www.ieee.org/morgan-claypool-ebooks 

IEEE Xplore Digital Library     

Email: onlinesupport@ieee.org 

 Researchers and students can 

quickly get up to speed on 

fast-moving technology topics 

 Short 80- to 140-page eBooks 

to get started in an emerging 

technology topic quickly 

 Titles that are current with 

evolving and existing 

technologies due to a rapid 

publishing process 

 All topics are covered from 

the perspective of an expert 

to a non-expert  

Artificial intelligence and machine learning have quickly become 

important technology fields throughout computer science and 

engineering. The competition to develop AI and machine learning 

technology into products and practical applications has become a 

top priority for the world's leading economies and top technology 

firms. At the same time, students in universities are preparing for 

this shift with enrollments soaring in AI related courses and 

degrees in the field. 
 

Morgan & Claypool Synthesis Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning eBooks Collection consists of 75 eBooks that synthesize 

important research related to artificial intelligence and machine 

learning, authored by expert contributors to the field. The eBooks 

library offers unique value to the reader by providing more 

analysis and depth in the format of an 80- to 140-page book as 

opposed to a typical research article. 

Morgan & Claypool AI eBooks Collection: 

The Morgan & Claypool AI eBooks Collection allows users to  

stay up to date on the emerging field of artificial intelligence  

and machine learning and offers these key benefits: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A subset collection of specially selected 

titles from the popular and award-

winning Morgan & Claypool Synthesis 

eBooks collection 

Focuses on innovations in artificial 

intelligence and machine learning 

75 titles with backfile to 2006 

Each eBook title is delivered as one  

complete PDF 

Synthesis ties the best of quantitative 

data with the best of qualitative data 

 

Available as an add-on to an existing 

subscription or as a stand-alone 

product:* 

Purchase Option with Perpetual Access 

This option provides perpetual access to  

the collection or perpetual access to  

individual collections. It offers unlimited  

full-text access to all purchased eBooks  

titles. An option to purchase individual 

Synthesis collections one through eight  

is also available. 

Subscription Option 

Organizations can purchase an annual 

subscription to the collection in IEEE 

Xplore. It includes unlimited full-text 

access to all of the eBook titles in the 

subscribed collection. 

 

 

 

 

*Please note that there are territory restrictions in 

 certain academic markets. Contact your IEEE 

Sales  Representative to learn more. 

 

Morgan & Claypool Synthesis Artificial Intelligence  
and Machine Learning eBooks Collection 
Delivered through the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library 

 

Quick Facts: 

 

Best-selling titles in the collection: 

Neural Network Methods in Natural Language Processing 

Creating Autonomous Vehicle Systems 

Adversarial Machine Learning 

A Guide to Convolutional Neural Networks for Computer Vision 

Natural Language Processing for Social Media, Second Edition 

Essentials of Game Theory: A Concise Multidisciplinary Introduction 

Introduction to Semi-Supervised Learning  

Active Learning 

Algorithms for Reinforcement Learning 

http://www.ieee.org/ieeexplore
mailto:onlinesupport@ieee.org
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Access respected technology research that  

generates results 

IEEE Xplore includes top-ranked journals and technology research 

that is cited in patents three times more often than any other 

publisher. With more than 4.5 million full-text articles and papers, 

IEEE Xplore is your gateway to more than 30% of the world’s 

current literature in electrical engineering, electronics, and 

computer science.  

Find relevant research faster with powerful  

search tools 

The Morgan & Claypool Synthesis Artificial Intelligence and 

Machine Learning eBooks collection is searchable via IEEE Xplore 

by title, keyword, or subject, which will return all titles and eBook 

chapters relevant to your query. Keyword or subject searching 

allows users to find the topic of interest easily, while a title search 

allows users to view an eBook title’s home page. 

 

IEEE Xplore Digital Library provides: 

 More than 4.5 million documents in  

full-text PDF format, with more than 

two million in a robust, dynamic HTML 

format 

 Multiple authentication options for  

on-site, remote, and mobile users 

 INSPEC® abstract and citation records 

 Mobile-friendly design 

 Daily content updates 

 

About Morgan & Claypool Publishers: 

Morgan & Claypool Publishers LLC is  

an innovative company formed in 2005 

by experienced publishing professionals 

to serve the global research and 

development communities in science  

and technology. With headquarters in 

San Rafael, California, Morgan & 

Claypool serves academic and corporate 

customers worldwide. 
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+1 732 981 0060 (worldwide) 
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